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Campaign summary

This integrated digital media 
campaign shifts the power to the 

hands of ordinary people. 

The objective is to make the target 
group aware of how little stands 

between fake and fact. 





Creative insight

A growing amount of fake information keeps 
blurring the line between fact and fiction. This 
influences the daily lives of people around the 
world, causing confusion and harmful decisions that 
are based on made up and altered information.

The goal of the campaign will be reached 
with these key elements:

digital media, humour, approachability, 
user creativity, social sharing and engagement.



Solution

With this campaign, HS takes an engaging and 
humoristic approach to increasing awareness of fake 
information. This will activate the target group more 
effectively than preaching about the issue or 
emphasizing it’s negative effects.

By empowering the target group to participate in the 
creation of fake news, the issue is made tangible to 
everyone. The campaign is designed to have the 
biggest possible impact with little effort. 

User generated content and shareability are the key 
components to achieving the goal of this campaign: 

Increasing awareness of the thin line between 
fake and fact.



Campaign tools

Hesari.fi website will be built to act as the core of the campaign. The 
campaign site includes a fake news generator, which allows users to 
create their own fake news by choosing an image and a headline. This 
solution embodies HS’ slogan The world is beyond headlines.

On the site, users can like, share and react to generated fake news. The 
most impactful ones will be highlighted and receive the most attention.

Banner ads activate users in Sanoma’s 
digital media network and social media 
to take part in the campaign.

Users create their own fake news in the 
Hesari.fi campaign website and share them 
in social networks.

The most impactful fake news will be 
published in HS together with 
an extensive article about fake news.
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Banner ads
Banner ads will be placed in Sanoma’s digital channels. 60% of the total budget will be used for showing these ads on 
websites including hs.fi, is.fi and ruutu.fi. These ads have a key role in activating the target group.



Campaign site
Banner ads guide users to the Hesari.fi -campaign 
site, which is the platform for user generated fake 
news. This site is the core of the campaign.

Here users can create and share funny fake news 
headlines, which will be ranked based on the 
reactions they receive from others.

Generating funny news and sharing them is made 
simple – the aim is to make it compelling for users 
to spread the word about fake information in an 
engaging way.

20% of the total budget will be used for crafting the 
site and giving users the tools for faking news.



Social media
Facebook and Twitter ads will be used for increasing awareness of the campaign. 
These ads will present top ranked fake news as voted by users at Hesari.fi. 

These are also the main channels where users will want to share their own and 
others’ funniest fake news. The channels are chosen based on the campaign’s
target group, shareability and 
popularity. 20% of the total 
budget will be used on
Facebook and Twitter ads.



Hesari.fi
Increasing awareness of fake news by 
empowering people to fake news.


